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Identical letters dated 18 June 2007 from the Charge 
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On instructions from my Government, I have the honour to transmit herewith a 
position paper from the Lebanese authorities on the implementation of Security 
Council resolution 1701 (2006) (see annex). 

I would be grateful if you would have the present letter and its annex 
circulated as a document of the General Assembly, under agenda item 13, and of the 
Security Council. 

(Signed) Caroline Ziade 
Charge d'affaires a.i. 



Annex to the identical letters dated 18 June 2007 from the 
Charge d'affaires a.i. of the Permanent Mission of Lebanon 
to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary-General and 
the President of the Security Council 

Lebanese Government position paper on the implementation 
of United Nations Security Council resolution 1701 

17 June 2007 

In anticipation of the periodic review of the United Nations Secretary-General 
of the implementation of Security Council resolution 1701, the Lebanese position on 
the outstanding key elements is as follows: 

1. Lebanon remains totally committed to the full implementation of Security 
Council resolution 1701 and abides by its obligations under it. On the ground, 
cooperation and coordination between LAF and UNIFIL is ongoing to the 
satisfaction of both parties. Tripartite meetings are held periodically in Naqoura 
between LAF, UNIFIL and IDF. The situation south of the Litani remains relatively 
calm. 

2. However, since the last review of the said resolution, IDF have persistently 
violated Lebanese air, maritime, and land frontiers in breach of the Blue Line and 
Security Council resolution 170 1. The violations recorded by LAF between 
14 March and 14 June 2007 total 15 5 air, 34 maritime, and 48 land violations. 
(Attached is the list of violations as provided by LAE) We reiterate that violations of 
our territorial sovereignty cannot be justified under any pretext, including the 
enforcement of the arms embargo as per Security Council resolution 1701; the said 
resolution did not commission Israel with this task. Furthermore, with UNIFIL 
patrols on land and sea, these violations are totally unacceptable and constitute an 
affront to the international community. Possible emerging tensions along the Blue 
Line must be dealt with in the context of the tripartite meetings, which remain the 
appropriate venue. Unilateral actions by IDF on Lebanese territory are totally 
unacceptable. 

3. Whereas the southern borders are defined exclusively by the 1949 Armistice 
Agreement, as reiterated in operative paragraph 5 of Security Council resolution 
1701, and in order to prevent friction and give clarity to those on the ground on both 
sides of the Blue Line, LAF agreed to mark this line with UNIFIL using coordinates 
established by the United Nations in the year 2000. However, the Israelis are now 
trying to introduce amendments to the technical document prepared by UNIFIL with 
the aim of creating confusion and new facts on the ground. 

4. While UNIFIL and LAF deployed south of the Litani several months ago, 
Israel continues to occupy the northern part of Ghajar village in breach of the Blue 
Line, and of resolution 1701. Although we have agreed to discuss temporary 
security arrangements for the northern part of the village on humanitarian grounds, 
the Israelis are trying to take advantage of this situation to delay their withdrawal. 
Our position remains clear: Israel shouM withdraw from the Lebanese part of Ghajar 
with no prior conditions and work earnestly towards a final solution for this village 
within the specified time frame, after which it will be up to the Lebanese 
Government to decide on further action. 



5. Lebanon has a vital interest in controlling its borders - namely, the green 
borders to prevent the smuggling of arms, munitions and personnel into its territory. 
The Lebanese Government has welcomed the suggestion of the Secretary-General to 
dispatch an independent team to assess the situation along the Syrian-Lebanese 
frontier and looks forward to its recommendations. In this context, we reiterate that 
control of the northern and eastern borders is a responsibility shared by both Syria 
and Lebanon, as per operative paragraph 15 of Security Council resolution 1701. We 
request tripartite arrangements with the bilateral agreement of Lebanon and Syria 
under the auspices of the United Nations, and possibly with the help of the 
European Union, which will have to include technical assistance when needed. The 
German experience can be further developed in that spirit. Furthermore, we request 
again that any information about illegal smuggling of arms or persons in the 
possession 'of any third country be shared with us directly if possible or through the 
United Nations. Unsubstantiated allegations of illicit movements across the border 
will not be deemed adequate. The Lebanese competent authorities are maintaining a 
high level of vigilance of illegal movements of arms and materiel; further logistical 
support is needed for them to fulfil their tasks. 

6. On the question of the Lebanese detainees in Israeli prisons, we continue to 
insist that these detentions are a breach of the basic rules of international 
humanitarian law and that those prisoners be released immediately and 
unconditionally. As to the Israeli abducted soldiers on 12 July 2006, the Lebanese 
Government reiterates that it has no knowledge of their status or whereabouts, and 
remains ready to cooperate with the Secretary-General, who is mediating on this 
issue, whenever he may deem it appropriate to do so. 

7. On landmines, Israel claims to have submitted all maps related to landmines 
laid in Lebanon prior to its withdrawal in 2000. It has been agreed in the tripartite 
meetings that any further discoveries of landmines will be brought to the attention 
of this venue and that IDF will submit related maps if in their possession. In 
addition, IDF have not submitted all maps of the cluster bombs dropped on Lebanon 
during the July war. The cluster bombs remain a continuing threat to the civilian 
population in the south and represent a humanitarian crime for which Israel will 
have to bear responsibility. submit all maps, and pay compensation to Lebanon. 

8. Lebanon requests that the Sheba'a Farms and Kfar Shouba hills be liberated 
from Israeli occupation according to Security Council resolution 425. As the 
geographic definition oft the Sheba'a Farms nears completion by United Nations 
cartographers, we urge the Secretary-General to expedite the search for a suitable 
solution in line with our suggestion in the 7 Point Plan that this area be placed under 
United Nations custodianship after the withdrawal of the Israeli occupying forces, 
and until such time as border delineation between Lebanon and Syria is possible. 
The continuing occupation hinders the extension of the authority of the Lebanese 
State throughout its territory, as called for by the international community, and 
stands as a direct affront to the resolve of the Lebanese Government to be the sole 
guarantor of Lebanese sovereignty. 

9. Almost a year after Israel's unjustified assault on Lebanon, and taking into 
consideration the important measures taken by the Governmental and LAF to extend 
their authority throughout the Lebanese territory and guarantee peace and stability, 
it is essential to move from the precarious situation of cessation of hostilities to a 
permanent ceasefire. To this effect, putting an end to the continuing violations by 



Israel of Lebanese sovereignty is primordial for the full implementation of Security 
Council resolution 1701. Israel cannot be allowed to amend de facto Security 
Council resolution 1701 by enforcing on the ground that which it could not achieve 
in the negotiations of the said resolution; any conditionality or additions to its 
clauses are not accepted. The guiding principle for us remains the achievement and 
consolidation of the sovereignty, territorial integrity and monopoly of the 
Government of Lebanon over its territory. Furthermore, while Israel continues to 
defy the international community in violating resolution 1701, UNIFIL's mandate 
should be renewed without amendment. 

10. On the economic front, we reiterate the call in Security Council resolution 
1701 on the international community to consider further assistance to contribute to 
the reconstruction and development of Lebanon. In that context, we urge the 
participating States in the conferences of Stockholm and Paris 111 to fulfil their 
pledges. 



Date: 14 June 07 

Israeli violations of United Nations Security Council resolution 425 
(1978) and United Nations Security Council resolution 1701 (2006) 

Land violations: 48 

1. 

2. 
, 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

22-07 
9.00 hrs to 9.30 hts 
22 Mar 07 
13.00 hrS to 13.25 hrs 
23 Mar 07 
23.20 hrs to 0.15 hrs 

28MarO7 
13.15 hrs to 13.50 hrs 
aMar07 
16.50 hrs to 1 8.00 hrs 
29Mar07 
20.45 hrs to 22.10 hrs 

29 Mar 02 
22.35 hrs 
4 A ~ t O 7  
14.40 hrs to 15.00 hrs 
4  AD^ 07 
12.15 hrs 

IDF forces fmd automatic weapons around its post in AL 
RAMTA position. 
IDF forces fired automatic weapons mmd its post in AL 
RADAR position. 
On 23/3/2007at 20.30 an IDF patrol consisting of 12 
soldiers crossed the technical fence on foot, for about 740 
m in A1 Ghadjar village (UTM744100- 695320) into the 
Lebanese territories between Al MAJlDlEH and AL 
WAZANY. They were stopped by the Spanish check 
point, and they spoke to the Spanish soldiers about alleged 
two /2/ LAF soldiers that entered Al Ghadjar village. The 
IDF patrol left at 00.15 on 24/3/2007. 
IDF forces fired automatic weapons around its post E 432. 

IDF forces fired automatic weapons around its post 
W42OA. - 
On 29/3/2007 at 20.45 h ~ ,  many bullets were heard inside 
occupied territories at Khalet Wardeh (UTM 716392- 
664988) with heavy movements for IDF forces. Four 
tracer bullets dropped inside Lebanese territories on Talet 
Abou Tawil (UTM 717323- 665243), close to LAF 
position. 
Israeli IDF pointed a laser beam over the technical fence. 

IDF forces fved a u t o d c  weapons around its post in AL ' 
RADAR position. 
On 4/4/2007 at 12.15 hrs and when some LAF officer were 
on a reconnaissance mission in "Tayyarat" hill, in order to 
deploy a new observing position on this hill (UTM 723800 
- 661200 / Bp 17), an IDF patrol consisting of two 
vehicles (hammer) stopped near the communication 
antenna site, inside the occupied territories, Two IDF 
soldiers got down fiom one of the vehicles; one of them 
pointed his rifle towards the LAF officers, and the other 
one pointed his machine guns (Mag) towards the vehicles 
used by LAF officers. After 10 minutes an Italian patrol 
come to the place. After finishing their work LAF officers 
left after the Italian patrol, while the IDF soldiers remained 
in their place. 



10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19.. 

20. 

21. 

22. 
L 

4Am07 
16.30htq 

6AprOT 
1835 hrs . 

6Am07 
15.00 to 18.00 hm 
7 A ~ r 0 7  
13.30 to 14.00 hrs 
7AprO7 
17.10 to 
jOA~r.07 
16.25 to 18.00 bn 
U 1 ) r  07 . 
19.35 to 22.10hrs 

J4Am07 
10.45 hrs 

14A~rOz 
10.55 hrs 

.17.At>r07 
17.30 brs to 18.00 hts 
17Am07 
18*30 hrs to 19.00 hrs 
20A~rOz 
12.00 hrs to 12.22hrs 

23- 
21,OShts 

On 4/4/2007 at approximately 16.30 hrs, an LAF vehicle 
(willys) broke down, which was used by LAF officers 
during the reconnaissance task to deploy and observing 
point near to Bp 17. While LAF soldiers were trying to fix 
it, an IDF patrol consisting of many vehicles stopped 
(Merkava tank) and pointed its canon towards LAF 
soldiers until they left and dragged away the broken 
vehicles.. 
Today at 18.35 hrn the other side of the vicinity of the 
Israeli IDF position E 445.a Hammer dropped 141 XDF 
soldiers who had loaded their anns and pointed for a while 
towards the LAF check point in "Aadeisse." Then three of 
than entered the blockhouse in the m a  and the fourth 
stayed near the vehicles four about five minutes before 
living after dismantling their magazines and gathering the 
fallen bullets dropped during rending their weapons safe. 
IDF forces fired automatic weapons around its post in AL 
RAMTA position. 
IDF forces fucd automatic wespons in RWAYSET AL 
3ALAM position over BIRKET AL NAQUAR . 
XDF forces fued automatic weapons around its post in 
PIRANIT from above RMAISH . 
IDF forces fved automatic weapons around its post in At 
MALKMW from above AAYTAROUN. 
Between 19.35 hrs 22.10 hrs and firom their position W420 
in the vicinity of BplS the Israeli IDF forces pointed a 
spotlight toward the outside of YAROUN. 
At 10.45 hrs and while LAF soldiers were conducting a 
patrol along the blue line in the vicinity of Bp 19 abeam 
LDF position AL HADAB an IDF patrol consisting of two 
HAMMERS and one TOYOTA jeep were passing by, two 
IDF soldiers pointed their weapons from inside the jeep 
towards the LAF patrol and then continued its way . 
At 10.55 hrs when LAF patrol reached YAROUN pool an 
IDF Tank (MERKAVA) pointed its gun towards the LAF 
patrol, and after I51 minutes it left towards AL HADAB 
position. 
IDF forces fired automatic weapons around its post in AL 
SADANAH position. 
IDF forces fired automatic weapons around its post in 
RWAYSET AL AALAM position. 
In the vicinity of IDF position W423 an IDF tank 
(Mwkava) pointed its gun towards LAF EL KHRAYBEH 
position in YAROUN for 22 minutes and then left . 
When an IDF JEEP HAMMER was passing nearby W407 
abeam a LAF checkpoint, an IDF soldier opined the rear 



1 I I door and insulted the LAF soldiers, then left towards the I 

aAQLQ2 
occupied territory. 
Dl? forces fwd automtic weapons around its post in AL 

12.40 hrs to 13.20 hrs 
2m?!a 
21.10 hrs 
26 Apr 07 
12.15 hrs to 13.25 hrs 

- - 
RADAR position. 
IDF forces fired illuminated 'shell from above AI, W A R  
position. 
On 26/4/2007 at 12.15 b, an IDF patrol crossed the 
technical fence and entered the OGL position SP-7 (UTM 
7542 - 6912), (near to INDBA'IT position 4 - 7C and to 
Nakkar pond), An INDBATT patrol was in the site and 
asked the IDF patrol, by using sings with their hands, not 
to cross the technical fence but they didn't respond. The 

26. 

2 u . B L u  

2 7 A ~ r  07 
19.25 hrs 

occupied territory. 
cr)F forces fired 17/ illuminated shells over the blue line 

23.20 hrs to 23.50 hrs 
30  AD^ 07 

lDF patio1 withdrawal was at 13.25 hrs. 
'hvo IDF patrol Hammer pointed their guns over a LAF 
check point in Birket Risha 10 minutes and left over the 

fiom above MARWAHM in h n t  of TAB- Gate. 
Today at 12.30 brs, while a LAF patrol was in a temporary 

12.00 hrs 

' 

1 Mav 07 
8.10 hrs to 10.30 hrs 

2 May 07 
19.15 hrs to 19.30 brs 
ix!lYQz 

vihicles UTM (337275 - 681550) loaded their weapons, 
took fighting positions and pointed towards LAF 

halt near B44 an IDF Israeli patrol consists of G o  121 
XihlMERs arrived on the opposite side where their crew 
stkpped down and aimed their weapons towards the 
Lebanese soldiers, which lead to the same action from our 
side. 
Q e  Israeli IDF forces eonducttd drainage works near 
V 1 6  in the area where the Lebanese authority has show 
preservation during blue line's identification in 2000. . 
IDF forces fired automatic weapons around its post in AL 
RADAR position. 
IDF forces fued autarnatio weapons around its post in 

13.50 hrs to 14.15 hrs 
3 May 07 

RWAYSET AL AALAM position. 
TDF forces in E446 position stepped down fram their 

2 M f # a  
observation position in ADAYSS& near UNIFIL 963. 
Wear the IDF position 32446, two soldiers stepped down 

13.45 hrs 

6 Mav 07 
21.20 hrs to 22.10 hrs 

dJLMWQ2 
14.10 hrs to 15.00 brs 
-lQMDdz 

qom their vehicles UTM ( 737275 - 681550 ) loaded their 
weapons, took fighting positions and pointed towards LAF 
observation position in ADAYSSEH near UNIIFIL 9-63 . 

TF forces fired automatic weapons around its post in AL 
RADAR position. 
IDF forces fired automatic weapom around its post in 
FASHKOUL position. 
IDF forces pointed a spotlight in RWAYSET At AALAM 

22.25 hrs to 22.50 hrs tdwards AL KROUM and AL AAYN in the vicinity of 
IU:ARSHOuBA. 



On the 16"' of May, the Lebanese citizen Hisham Mustafa 
Dallah was being arrested by IDF in the outer of 
CHEBAA and handed him to UNIFlL at 17' of May in 
RAS AL NAQOURA. 
An IDF tank (Merkava) escorted by one soldier comer 
vehicle came fiom the IDF position (754717- 699029) and 
pointed its Cannon towards the LAF . position for 10 
minutes then left at 17.40 hrs. 
Two IDF soldiers tiom IDF position E447 C (UTM 
738757 - 685870) made some rough gestures with their 
finger to a LAI' soldier in his position in FATIMA GATE. 
IDF forces fired automatic weapons around its post (G24) 
firom above AL BUSTAN village. 
IDF forces fired 161 illuminated shells over RWAYSET 
AL AALAM position. 
IDF forces fired automatic weapons around its post in AL 
LABOUNEH position. 
IDF forces fired automatic weapons around its post in AL 
SAMAKA and RWAYSET AL &%LAM position. 
On the 5" of Jun while LAF patrol was monitoring the 
blue line near B59in BLIDA an IDF Hammer arrived to 
the opposite side and took fighting positions against LAF 
soldiers which lead to a similar conduct from LAF side. 

-Pi 

On the 6& of June 2007 around 17.00 hrs, the XDF shot 141 
bullets fiom its post N473 towards the Lebanese citizen 
MOUHAMAD FARES HAMDAN when he was with his 
herd of sheep inside the Lebanese territory in the vicinity 
of CHEBAA FARMS, ( UTM 756745 - 69 15 1 1) . 
On the 7UL of June 2007 at 14.30 hrs, /8/ DDF soldiem fiom 
post N473 run' after /2/ Lebanese citizens ( M I  
KASSEM ZAHRA and RAJEH ASSAD HAMDAN ) they 
were with their herd of sheep inside the Lebanese territory 
in the vicinity of CHEBAA FARMS between the /2/ points 
(UTM 756151 - 691435 and 756073 - 691406, 
lDF forces fired 131 illuminated shells over FASHKOUL 
and AL RAMTA position. 
IDF forces fired automatic weapons wound its post in AL 
RADAR position. 

37. 

38. 

39. 

40. 

41. 

42. 

43. 

44. 

45. 

46. 

47. 

48. 

16 May 07 
10.00 b 

23Mav 07 
17.30 hrs to 17.40 hrs 

25 May 07 
12.30 hrs 

29Mav 02 
14.45 hrs to 15.45 hrs 
29MwO7 
0.15 hrs 
3lMavO7 
19.00 hrs to 19.45 hrs 
.l JunO7 . 
10.50 hrs to 1 1.40 hrs 
5 Jun 07 
20.OOhrs 

6JunO7 
17.00 hrs 

7 Jun07 
14.30 hrs 

7 Jun 07 
22.50 hrs to 23.10 hrs 
9Jun 01 
22.50 hrs to 23.10 hrs 



Date: - 14 June 07 

Israeli violations of United Nations Security Council resolution 425 
(1978) and United Nations Security Council resolution 1701 (2006) 

Maritimes violations: 34 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7, ' 

8. 

9. 

lo. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

\ 17. 

18. 

19MarOz 
4-30 hrs to 19-50 hrs 
23MarO7 
20.30 hrs 
28MarO7 
18.15 tus 
28Mar07 
20.00 hrs 
31MarO7 
3.30 hrs to 5.30 hrs --- 
4 h t Q  
15.15 hrs 
7Avr07 
5.00 hrs 
8  AD^ 07 
8.40 hrs to 8.50 brs 
21Apr07 
3.45 hrs to 5.50 hm 
26  AD^ 07 
3.15 brs 
2 6 A ~ t 0 7  
23.20 hrs 
27  AD^ 07 
6.20 hrs 
2 7 A ~ r m  
17.15 brs 
28  AD^ 07 
20.20 hrs to 3.1 0 hrs 
2 May 07 
7.45 Ins to 12.00 hrs 
4 May07 
16.15 hrs 
5Mav07 
1.15 hrs to 5.20 hrs 

6Mav07 
12.05 hrs 12.30 hrs 

IDF patrol boat fired automatic weapons and /3/ 
illuminated shells in h n t  of W AL NAQOURA, 
IDF patrol boat fired illuminated shell in front of RAS AL 
NAQOURA. 
IDF patrol boat fued automatic weapons in front of RAS 
AL NAQOURA. 
IDF patrol boat fired /3/ illuminated shell and automatic 
weapons in fiont of RAS AL NAQOURA. 
IDF patrol boat frred automatic weapons and /Z/ 
illumhated shells in front of RAS AL NAQOURA. 
IDF patrol boat fired automatic weapons in fkont of RAS 
AL NAQOURA. 
IDF patrol boat fired illuminated shells in fiont of RAS 
AL NAQOURA. 
IDF patrol boat frred automatic wkapons in fiont of RAS 
A .  NAQOURA\. 
IDF patrol boat fired one illuminated shell and automatic 
weapons in front of RAS AL NAQOURA. 
IDF patrol boat fired one illuminated shell fiom above 
RAS AL NAQOURA. 
IDF patrol boat fired one illuminated shell fkom above 
RAS At NAQOURA. 
IDF patrol boat fired automatic weapons in fiont of RAS 
AL NAQOURA. 
IDF patrol boat fired automatic weapons in front of U S  
AI, NAQOURA. 
IDF patrol boat fired /3/ illuminated shell in h n t  of RAS 
AL NAQ0UR.A. 
IDF patrol boat repaired the line of buoys and fad 
automatic weapons in fiont of RAS AL NAQOURA. 
IDF patrol boat fired automatic weapons in Erant of RAS 
AL NAQOURA, 
IDF patrol boat fired automatic weapons over a fishing 
boat in fiont of the line of buoys in front of R A S  AL 
NAQOURA. 
IDF patrol boat fired automatic weapons in b n t  of RAS ' 
AL N A Q O W .  

2 



19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

31. 

32. 

33. 

34. 

m a p  07 
3.30 hrs to 4.30 hrs 
7Mav 07 
14.45 hrs 
11MavO7 
22.30 hrs 
1S_Mav 07 
12.1 0 hrs to 12.20 hrs . 

23 M a v u  
11.45 hrs 
24 Mav 07 
3.00 hrs to 3.15 hrs 

10.45 hrs 
26 May 07 
18.50 hrs 
27 Mav OZ 
10.30 hrs 
29Mav 01 
21.45 hrs 
WY 02 
19.10 hrs 
2JunO7 
6.40 hrs to 6.50 hrs 
3 JunO7 
1.45 brs to 3.10 brs 
3 Jm07 
17.25 brs 
5 JmO7 
0.35 hrs to 0.55 hrs 
6 Jun 07 
20.00 hrs 

IDF patrol boat fued /4/ illuminated shells in front of RAS 
AL NAQOURA. 
LDF patrol boat fmd automatic weapons in fiont of RAS 
AL NAQOURA. 
IDF patrol boat fmd /2/ illuminated shells in f i a t  of RAS 
AIL NAQOURA. 
IDF patrol boat fired automatic weapons in front of RAS 
AL NAQOURA. 
IDF patrol boat fired automatic weapons in front of RAS 
AL NAQOURA. 
IDF patrol boat fired /1/ illuminated shell in front of RAS 
AL NAQOURA. 
IDF patrol boat fired automatic weapons in front of RAS 
AL N A Q O W .  
IDF patrol boat fired automatic weapons in front of RAS 
AL NAQOURA, 
IDF patrol boat fmd automatic weapons in front of RAS 
AL NAQOURA. 
IDF patrol boat fired automatic weapons in front of RAS 
AJ.,NAQOURA. . 

F patrol boat fired automatic weapons in fiont of RAS 9 NAQOURA. 
IDF patrol boat fired automatic weapons in fiont of RAS 
AL NAQOURA. 
IDF patrol boat fved automatic weapons and one /I/  
illuminated shell in h n t  of RAS AI, NAQOURA. 
IDF patrol boat fired automatic weapons in fiont of RAS 
AL NAQOURA. 
IDF patrol boat fued /W illuminated shells in fbnt  of RAS 
AL NAQOURA. 
IDF patroI boat fired automatic weapons in front of RAS 
AL NAQOURA. 



Date: 3 Apr 07 

Israeli violations of United Nations Security Council resolution 425 
(1978) and United Nations Security Council resolution 1701 (2006) 

Airspace violations: 155 

An DDF recce A i W  crossed Lebanese airspace over the 
sea in k t  of AL NAQOURA and made a circular flight 
over the SOUTH and left towards over AALMA SHAAB. 
An IDF recce Aircraft crossed Lebanese airspace over the 
sea in front of SOUR and made a circular flight over the 
SOUTH and left towards over AL NAQOURA. 
An IDF recce Aircraft crossed Lebanese airspace over the 
sea in k n t  of SOUR and made a circular flight over the 
SOUTH and left towards ovcr AL NAQOURA. 
An IDF recce Aimraft crossed Lebanese airspace over the 
sea in h n t  of SOUR - AL DAMOUR and AL RMAM,EH 
and made a circular flight over the SOUTH and left towards 
over AL NAQOURA. 
An IDF recce Aircraft crossed Lebanese airspace over the 
sea in front of SOUR and made a circular flight over the 
SOUTH and left towards over AL NAQOURA. 
An IDF recce Air- crossed Lebanc9a airspace over the 
sea in front of AL BAYADA and made a circular flight over 
the SOUTH and left towards over AL NAQOW. 
IDF fighter crossed Lebanese airspace over the SOUTH in 
front of AL NAQOURA- M Y T A  SHAAB and RAMYA. 
IDF fighter crossed Lebanese airspace over RAMYA region. 

An IDF recce Aircraft crossed Lebanese airspace over 
AALMA SHAAB and made a circular flight over the 
SOUTH and left towards ovcr AL NAQOURA. 
An IDE: recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese airspace fiom 
above RUMAISH snd made a circular flight over the 
SOUTH left 20/03/2007 At 04.30 frorn above AALMA 
s w .  
An IDF recce Aircraft crossed the hbanese airspace fiom 
the sea abeam "TY" heading east and made a circular 
flight over the SOUTH and left at 20.15 fiom above 
AALMA SIIASAB. 
An XDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese airspace fiom 
the sea abeam NAQOURA heading east and msde circular 
flight over the SOUTH and lea at 20.15 fiom above 
AALMA SHASAB. 

1- 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

uh@w 
18.05 hrs to 21.55 hrs 

17MarO7 
18.15 hrs to 22.05hrs 

uMarO7 
18.29 brsto 21.48 hrs 

18Mar07 
20.57 hrs to 00.30hrs 

pMarO7 
2.50 hrs to 6.00 hrs 

19Mar07 
3.35 hrs to 6.30 hrs 

19Mar07 
9.30 hrs to 10.40 hrs 
19Mar07 
12.50 hrs to 13.05 hrs 
19Mar07 
18.10 hrs to 23.15 hrs 

19Mar07 
23. X 5 hrs to 04.30 hrs 

20MarO7 
17.29 hrs to 20J5 b~ 

20 Mar07 
19.45 hrs to 00.45 hq 



An IDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese airspace &om ' 
the sea abeam NAQOURA heading east and made circular 
flight over the SOLTI23 regions and over KHALDEH and 
DAMOUR left at 11.05 fiom above AALMA SHAAB. 
An IDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese airspace fiom 
above AALMA SHAAB heading east and made a circular 
flight, and left on 21/3/2007 at 1.05 fiom above 
NAQOURA. 
An ZDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese airspace from 
the sea abeam TYR heading east and made a circular flight 
over the SOUTH regions, and left at 20.40 Erom above 
NAQOURA. 
An IDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese airspace fkom 
the sea abeam NAQOURA heading east and made circular 
flight over the SOUTH regions, and left fiom above at 
2 1.30 fiom above AALMA SNAAB. 
An IDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese airspace h m  
the sea abeam Q r e  heading east and made circular flight 
over the DAMOUR - SAIDA and TYRE regions, and left 
at 1 8.1 5 fiom above NAQOURA. 
An IDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese airspace from 
the sea abeam NAQOURA heading east and made circulat 
flight over the SOUTH regions, and left on 22/3/2007 at 
00.40 fiom above RMAISH. 
An IDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese airspace from 
the sea abeam Tyre heading east and made circular flight 
over the SOUTH regions, and left at 02.55 from above 
RMAISH. 
An IDF recce AircraR crossed the Lebanese airspace from 
the sea abeam NAQOURA heading east and made circular 
flight over the SOUTH regions, and left at 04.50 fiom 
above NAQOURA. 
An IDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese airspace fim 
the sea abeam NAQOURA heading east and made circular 
flight over the SOUTH regions, and left at 06.10 from 
above NAQOURA. --- 
An IDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese sirspace from 
the sea abeam Tyre and made circular flight over the 
SOUTH and AL SHOUF - AIL DAMOUR and 
KHALDEH and over the sea and left at 11.25 from above 
NAQOURA. 
An IDF recce &if€ crossed Lebanese airspace &om the 
sea abeam Tyre and made circular flight over the SOUTH 
and AL SHOUF - AL DAMOUR and KHALDEH and 
over the sea and left at 15.10 fiom above NAQOURA, 
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An IDF recce AircraR crossed the Lebanese airspace fiom 
the sea abeam 'I)m and made circular flight over the 
SOUTH and At SHOW and Jeft at 18,OO from above 
NAQOURA. 
An IDF recde Aircraft crossed the Lebanese airspace from 
the sea abeam AL BAYADA and made circular flight over 
the SOUTH - AL, RMAYLEH and AL DAMOUR and left 
on 23/3/2007at 030 b m  above NAQOURA. 
An IDF fighter crossed the Lebanese airspace over BIEJT 
JBAIL. 
An IDF fighter crossed the Lebanese airspace over At 
NAQOURA. 
An IDE recce Aircraft crossad the Lebanese airspace &om 
the sea abeam Tyre and made circular flight over the 
SOUTH and AL DAMOUR and left on 29/3/2007 at 1.15 
fiom above AL NAQOURA. 
An IDF recce AircraA crossed the Lebanese airspace from 
above AALMA SHAAB and made a circular flight over 
the SOUTH and left at 12.10 from above AL NAQOURA. 
Two IDF fighters crossed the Lebanese airspace over 
KFARKILA up to SHEKA and made a circufar flight over 
the NORTH regions - the SOUTH and AL BEKAA and 
left at 12.00 abeam the sea from above TRIPOLI. 
An IDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese airspace over 
AL NAQOURA and made circular flight over the SOUTH 
and left at 15.00 from above AALMA SHAAB. 
Two IDF fighters crossed the Lebanese airspace Erom the 
sea abeam AL, DAMOUR and left at 12.15 fnrm above 
AALMA SHAAB. 
An IDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese airspace over 
RMAISH and made circular flight over BINT JBA.IL, and 
left at 23.50 fiom above MLMA SHAAB . 
An IDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese airspace over 
W S H  and made circular flight from above the SOUTH 
and left at 1 1.20 from above AAZNMA SHAAB. 
An IDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese airspace over 
At NAQOURA and made circular flight fiom above the 
SOUTH and left at 15.40 from above AL NAQOURA. 
An IDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese airspace fiom 
the sea abeam m e  and made a circular flight over the 
SOUTH and AL DAMOUR and left at 12.25 from above 

An IDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese airspace fhm 
AL BEKAA AL GHARBY up to RIYAK and made 
circular flight over AL BEKAA and left at 14.00 fiom 
above RACHAYA. 
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An IDF recce Aimaft crossed the Lebanese airspace fiom 
the SOUTH and made a circular flight over AL, 
HAMAMES. 
An IDF fighter crossed the Lebanese airspace from above 
ALNAQOURA. 
An IDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese airspace from 
above the sea abeam SARAFAND towards the NORTH 
EAST of BEYRUT turn back towards the SOUTH and 
made circular flight over the region between BEYRUT 
and SARAFAND, and left at 23.40 hrs from above the sea 
abeam NAQOURA. 
An IDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese airspace from 
above RMAISH and made circular flight over the SOUTH 
and left at 19.1 O, from above AALMA S W .  
An IDF fighter crossed the Lebanese airspace over BINT 
JBAIL. 
Fighters Aircraft crossed Lebanese airspace fiom above 
RAS AL NAQOURA at very high altitude. 
Two IDF Aircraft Fighters crossed Lebanese airspace from 
above CHEBAA FARMS towards the NORTH and made 
circular flight over the sea between SHEKA and TRIPOLI 
then towards the EAST and made circular flight over 
BAALABAK and AL HERMEL then towards the SOUTH 
and left at 1 1.05 hrs fiom above SHEBAA FARMS. 
Two IDF Aircraft Fighters crossed Lebanese airspace from 
above the sea abeam SHEW towards the SOUTH tiil 
reaching AL NABATIEH then returned back till .SHEKA 
and left at 13.20 from above the sea abeam SHEKA. 
Two IDF Aircraft Fighters crossed Lebanese airspace from 
above the sea abeam SHEKA towards the SOUTH along 
the sea shore, and left at 14.10 fiom above the sea abeam 
NAQOURA. 
An IDF recce Aiicraft crossed Lebanese airspace fiom 
above the sea abeam TYR towards the NORTHEAST 
reaching SATDA regions, and left at 01.55 hrs from above 
the sea abeam NAQOURA. 
Between 10.10 hrs and 12.30 IDF Aircraft Fighters 
crossed Lebanese airspace and flew over BINT JBAIL 
area. 
An Israeli IDF helicopter took off &om MAZRAAT 
FASHCOUL, inside the occupied temtory and crossed the 
Lebanese airspace over KHRROUIAA (AL MAJIDIEH) 
(747 - 685) before returning back at medium attitude, 
An IDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese airspace from 
above the sea abeam AL NAQOURA and made circular 
flight OVER the sea fiom above AL NAQOURA and AL 
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DAMOUR and left at 23.15 from above AL NAQOURA. 
Eight (8) IDF Aircraft Fighters crossed Lebanese airspace 
as follows: - four (4) Aircraf€ fhm above NAQOURA and two (2) 
&om above RMAlSH towards tho NORTH till the EAST 
of SAIDA then heeded towards BEKAA till HERMEL 
then towards the sea h m  above AL AREZ - SHEKA 
then towards the SOUTH, and left at 10.38 &om above the 
sea abeam NAQOURA . - two (2) Aircraft fiom above AAYTAROUN heading 
NORTH till the EAST of SAIDA, then towards BLIDA 
till RIYAK, then towards the SOUTH, and left at 10.22 
from above AAYTAROUN. 
Four (4) Aircraft Fighters crossed Lebanese airspace from 
above the sea abeam JBAIL towards the EAST till 
HERMEL then towards AL ARE2 - SHEKA and the sea 
abeam SHEKA, and left at 10.38 fiom above the sea 
abeam NAQOURA. 
Two Aircraft Fighters crossed Lebanese airspace &om 
above KFARSNOUBA towards the NORTH till 
JEZZINE, and left at 10.38 fiom above KFASHOUBA. 
Two Aircraft Fighters crossed Lebanese airspace abeam 
the sea from above SOUR up to MARKABA and SHEKA 
and made a circular flight over SAIDA and EKLIM AL 
KHAROUB, and left at 13.24 hrs. fiom above AL 
NAQOURA. 
Four (4) Aircraft Fighters crossed Lebanese airspace ftom 
above &MA SHAAE3 up to SHEKA and made a 
circular flight over the Lebanese regions, and left at 15.55 
from above the sea abeam NAQOURA. 
An IDF recce Aimaft crossed the Lebanese airspace from 
above AALMA SHAAB, made a circular flight over the 
SOUTH and left at 23.00 from above RMAISH. 
An IDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese airspace fiom 
above AL NAQOURA and made circular flight over the 
SOUTH and left at 2.00 hrs from above AALMA SHAAB. 
An IDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese airspace from 
above AL, NAQOURA and made circular flight over the 
SOUTH and left at 13.20 hrs fiom above RMAISH. 
An IDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese airspace firm 
above AALMA SHAAB and made circular flight over the 
SOUTH and left at 16.10 hrs fiom above NAQOURA. 
An IDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese airspace !?om 
above thc sea abeam TYRE and made circular flight over 
the SOUTH and left at 21.10 hrs fiom above AALMA 
SKAAB. - 
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Four (4) Aircraft Fighters crossed Lebanese airspace from 
above SHEBAA FARMS towards the NORTH till 
BAROUK regions and made a circular flight over the 
regions SHOUF SOUTH and WEST BEKAA, and left at 
10.40 hrs fiom above AALMA SHAAB. 
An IDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese airspace from 
above AALMA SHAAB towards the NORTH till RIYAK 
and made circular flight over FUYAK and its suburbs then 
proceeded south and made a circular flight over 
MARGEYOUN regions, and left at 20.00 hrs from above 
NAQOURA. 
An XDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese airspace from 
above AALMA SHAAB and made a circular flight over ' 

the SOUTH and left at 13.15 hrs from above N A Q O W .  
An IDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese airspace from 
above the sea abeam TYR and made circular flight over 
the SOUTH up to AL NAAMEH and left to the SOUTH 
and left at 15.30 hrs from above AL NAQOURA. 
Between 12.30 hrs and 13.1 0 brs An IDF fighter Aircraft 
crossed the Lebanese airspace and flew over BINT JBAIL. 
Four (4) Aircraft Fighters crossed Lebanese airspace fiom 
above AAYTAROUN towards the NORTH and made a 
circular flight over the SOUTH and left at 11.25 hrs from 
above KFARKIL,A. 
Two IDF Aircraft Fighters crossed Lebanese airspace fiom 
above KFARKILA towards the NORTH till SHEKA then 
returned SOUTH and made a circular flight over the 
SOTJTHEN area and left at 12.20 hrs fiom above AALMA 
SKAAB. 
An IDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese airspace h n  
above KFARKILA and made circular flight over the 
SOUTH and At BEKAA and left at 19.55 b r n  above 
SHEBAA FARMS. 
An IDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese airspace 
abeam the sea fiom above TYRE and made a circular 
flight over the SOUTH - AL NAAMEH and At 
DAMOUR, and left at 11.48 hrs fkom above AALMA 
SHAAB. 
An IDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese airspace 
abeam the sea fiom above AL BAYADA towards the 
EAST and made a circular flight over the SOUTH regions 
and left at 15.00 from above RMAXSH. 
Between 19.30 and 2 1.30 An IDF recce Aircraft flew over 
the areas of ALKAA and AL HERMEL at a low altitude. 
An IDF recce Aiiraft crossed the Lebanese airspace 
abeam the sea h m  above TYR and made circular flight 
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over the SOUTH and left at 14.15 hrs fim above AL 
NAQOURA. 
An IDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese airspace 
abeam the sea fiom above TYR and made circular flight 
over the SOUTH and left at 15.00 hts fiam above 
RMAISH. 
An IDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese airspace from 
above KI;'ARKILA and made circular flight over the 
SOUTH and At BEKAA and left at 20.00 hrs b m  above 
KFAR KILA. 
An IDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese airspace 
abeam the sea h m  above AL BAYADA and made a 
circular flight over the SOUTH regions DAMOUR - 
KHALDEH - N A M H  - JOUNIEH - JBAIL and left at 
20.50 hrs over the sea abeam AL NAQOURA. 
An IDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese airspace 
abeam the sea fiom above TYR and made circular flight 
over the SOUTH and Iefl at 21.10 hrs from above AL 
NAQOURA. 
Four (4) Aircrafi Fighters crossed Lebanese airspace h m  
above the sea abeam TRtPOLI towards the EAST until 
BAALABAK and made circular flight over the EAST 
BEKAA then towards the SOUTH and left at 9.45 hts over 
AL NAQOURA. 
Four (4) Aircraft Fighters crossed Lebanese airspace fiom 
above occupied CHEBAA FARMS then made circular 
flight wer the WEST BEKAA and the SOUTH, and left at 
10.05 hrs over the sea abeam NAQOURA. 
Two (2) Aircraft Fighters crossed Lebanese airspace from 
above occupied CHEBAA FARMS up to SHEKA and left 
to the SOUTH up to SOUR and left to the NORTH up to 
DAHR EL BAYDAR and up to AL HERMEL and made 
circular flight between AL HERMEL and the SOUTH and 
left at 13.55 hrs fiom above SHEBAA FARMS. 
An IDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese airspace 
abeam the sea h m  above TYR and made circular flight 
over SAIDA and IQLIM AL KHAROUB and left at 12.05 
hrs fim above AALMA SHAAB. 
An IDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese ahpace from 
above AALMA SHAAB and made circular flight over the 
SOUTH, and left at 14.10 hrs fiom above kALMA 
SHAAB. 
An IDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese airspace 
abeam the sea from above AL BAYADA and made 
circular flight over the SOUTH and left at 17.30 hrs from 
above AALMA SHAAB. 
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An IDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese airspace 
abeam the sea from above TYR and made circular flight 
over the SOUTH and BEIRUT and left at 21.00 hrs abeam 
the sea &om above AL NAQOURA. 
An IDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese airspace 
abeam the sea &rn above SAIDA up to RIYAK and made 
circular flight over RIYAK regions and left to the SOUTH 
up to B M  JBAE and made circular flight over the 
SOUTH and BEIRUT and left at 19.00 hts abeam the sea 
from above AL NAQOURA. 
An IDF recce AircraR cmsed the Lebanese airspace 
abeam thc sea from above AL NAQOURA and made 
circular flight over the SOUTH - AL DAMOUR and AL 
NAAMEH regions, and left at 23.30 hrs fkom above 
AALMA SHAAB. 
An IDF Aircraft (specialized by spraying the plants), 
crossed the Lebanese airspace h m  above KFARIULA 
village for two times repeatedly, crossing the blue line at 
low level, and then returned back to where it came from. 
An IDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese airspace 
abeam the sea fiom above AL NAQOURA towards the 
EAST and made circular flight over the SOUTH regions, 
and Icft at 15.05 brs b m  above RMAISH. 
An IDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese airspace 
abeam the sea h m  above AI, NAQOURA towards the 
EAST and made a circular flight over the SOUTH regions, 
and left at 18.50 hrs from above AALMA SHAAIB. 
An IDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese airspace fkom 
above RMAISH towards the NORTH and made circular 
flight over the SOUTH regions, and left at 21.00 hrs from 
above AALMA SHAAl3. 
An IDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese airspace 
abeam the sea fiom above AL NAQOURA and made 
circular flight over the SOUTH regions, and left at 20.10 
hrs fiom above AALMA SHAAl3, 
An IDF Aircraft flew over the areas of RMAISH at high 
altitude. 
An IDF rccce AircraR crossed the Lebanese airspace 
abeam the sea fiwn above AL BAYADA and made 
circular flight over the SOUTH regions, and left at 16.15 
hrs-from above AL NAQOURA. 
An IDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese airspace 
abeam the sea fiom above AALMA S H M  and made 
circular flight over the SOUTH regions, and left at 20.00 
hrs from above AL NAQOURA. 



An IDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese airspace 
abeam the sea from above AL BAYADA and made 
circular flight over the SOUTH regions, and left at 21.35 
brs fiom above RMAISH. 
An IDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese airspace 
abeam the sea f?om above SAIDA and made circular flight 
betweea RIYAK and AL TAYBEH, and left at 21.00 hrs 
ftam above AL NAQOURA. 
An IDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese airspace fiom 
above &MA SHAAB and made circular flight over the 
SOUTH and AL DAMOUR and left at 19.20 hrs h m  
above AL NAQOURA. 
An IDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese airspace and 
flew over NABATIEH area at very high level left at 17.40. 
An IDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese airspace from 
above AALMA SHAAB towards the NORTH and made 
circular flight over the SOUTH regions, and leR at 19.10 
hrs fiom above RMAISH. 
An WF recce Aircraft crossed tho Lebanese airspace 
abeam the sea fkom above AL NAQOURA, made a 
circular flight over the SOUTH, and left at 13.30 hrs from 
above AALMA SHAAB. 
Four (4) Aircraft Fighters crossed Lebanese airspace fiom 
above RMAISH, made a circular flight over AL BEKAA 
AL OKARBY - AL SHOW and the SOUTH, and left at 
12.27 hm from above AALMA SHAAB. 
Four (4) A i d  Fighters crossed Lebanese airspace frorn 
above CHEBAA FARMS heading NORTH till JIB JANIN 
area made circular flight over WEST BEKAA and the 
SOUTH till lONM over the sea, and flew to the NORTH 
until CHEKA, then turned to the SOUTH, and left at 1 1.25 
hrs fiom above NAQOURA. - -  
Two (2) Aircraft Fighters crossed Lebanese airspace from 
above KFARKILA towards the NORTH till SHJ3KA and 
TRIPOLI, turned EAST till AL KOWH AL SAWDA, 
then turned SOUT)E, made a oircular flight over the 
SOUTH, the NORTH, and AL BEKAA areas, and left at 
13.3 5 ht.s from above AALMA SHAAB. 
An IDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese airspace 
abeam the sea fiom above AL NAQOURA towards the 
NORTH till At NAAMEH, made a circular flight over 
AL NAAMEH and AI, DAMOUR, then turned NORTH 
till JOUNIEH, then to the SOUTH, and made a circular 
flight over the SOUTH, and left at 00.56 hrs fhm above 
AL NAQOURA. 
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Two (2) Aircraft Fighters crossed Lebanese airspace fiom 
above the sea abeam TRlPOLI towards the SOUTH, and 
left at 16.40 from above BINT JBATL. 
An IDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebancse airspace 
abeam the sea fiom above JOUNIEH and made a circular 
flight between JBAIL and SHEKA above the sea and the 
land. They left at 9.15 hrs fiom above the sea abeam 
NAQOURA. 
Two (2) Aircraft Fighters crossed Lebanese airspace from 
above the sea abeam BATROUN and made a circular 
flight over SHEKA - AL ARE2 - AL BATROUN - 
WATA AL JAWZ - AL HERMEL and BA&AE3AK, and 
left at 8.30 hrs fiom above AL NAQOURA. 
Two (2)  Aircraft Fighters crossed Lebanese airspace from 
above the sea abeam SHEKA, and made a circular flight 
over SJ3EK.A - AL AREZ - AL BATROUN - WATA AL 
JAWZ - AL HERMEL and BAALABAK, and left at 8.30 

An IDF recce Aircraft crossed Lebanese airspace from 
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above AL BAYSSAT at low level. 
Five (5) Airhft Fighters crossed Lebanese airspace h m  
above the sea abeam AL BATROUN towards the EAST 
and made a circular flight over SHEKA - AL AREZ - AL 
BATROUN - WATA AL JAWZ - AL HERMEL and 
BAALABAK regions. Three of them left at 9.50 hrs, and 
the other two (2) left at 10.05 brs from above AL 
NAQOURA. 
Two (2) Aircraft Fighters crossed Lebanese airspace from 
above the sea abeam TYR towards the NORTH and made 
a circular flight over AL BATROUN - AL ARE2 and AL 
HERMEL regions. Both left at 10.50 hrs fiom above the 
sea abeam AL NAQOURA. 
Two (2) Aircraft Fighters crossed Lebanese airspace from 
above KFARKILA towards the NORTH up till TRIPOLI 
- TYR and AL AIU2Z left at 13.10 hts from above the sea 
abeam AL NAQOURA. 
Two (2) Aircraft Fighters crossed Lebanese airspace from 
above KFARKlLA towards the NORTH up till EQLIM 
AL KHAROUB and turned back towards the SOUTH. 
They left at 14.02 hrs fiom above RMAISH. 
Two (2) Aircraft Fighters crossed Lebanese airspace from 
above AALMA SHAAB and made a circular flight 
between the SOUTH and AL BEKAA AL GHARBY, and 
left at I 1.45 hrs fiom above RMAISH. 



Two (2) Aircraft Fighters crossed Lebanese airspace from 
above RMAISH up to TRIPOLI and made a circular flight 
over the NORTH - BEIRUT - the SOUTH and AL 
BEKAA, and left at 16.40 from above A4LM.A SHAAB. 
Two (2) Aircraft Fighters mssed Lebanese airspace 
abeam the sea from above TYRE up to SHEKA and 
TYRE, and left at 22.45 hrs abeam the sea fiom above AL 
NAQOURA. 
Two (2) Aircraft Fighters crossed Lebanese airspace from 
above RMAISH towards the NORTH up to BAALBAK 
and made a circular flight over BAALBAK - At 
MERMEL - AL DOUNIEH - and SHEKA, and left at 
1025 brs abeam the sea from above TRIPOLI. 
Two (2) Aircraft Fighters crossed Lebanese airspace 
abeam the sea fiom above JOUNIEH and made circular 
flight over BAALBAK - AL HERMEL - AL DOUNIEH 
- and SI-EJU, and left at 10.32 hrs abeam the sea from 
above AL NAQOURA. 
Two (2) Aircraft Fighters crossed Lebanese airspace 
abeam the sea £?om above TRIPOLI up to AL DOUNIEH 
and left at 10.00 &om above RMAISH. 
An IDF recct Aircraft crossed the Lebanese airspace 
abeam the sea &om above TYR and made circular flight 
over JOUNIEH - BERUT and the SOUTH, and left at 
18.00 fiom above ALMA SHAAB. 
Four (4) Aircraft Fighters crossed Lebanese airspace from 
above CHEBAA FARMS heading EAST up to AL 
BEKAA AL GHARBY and made circular flight over AL 
BEKAA AL GHARBY and the SOUTH, and left at 10.40 
hrs from above AALMA SHAAB. 
An IDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese airspace 
abeam the sea h m  above lYR and made circular flight 
over the SOUTH, and left at 13.45 hrs fiom above 
RMAISH. 
An JDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese airspace 
abeam the sea &om above TYR and made circular flight 
over SOUR and left at 18.40 hrs fiom above AL 
NAQOURA. 
An IDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese airspace 
abeam the sea &om above TYR and made circular flight 
over BEIRYT - AL DAMOUR and the SOUTH, and left 
at 0.45 fiom above RMAISH. 
An IDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese sirspace 
abeam the sea fiom above AL NAQOURA and made 
circular flight over the SOUTH, and left at 13.37 hrs fiom 
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J4,rH) hrs to 15.20 b. above oocupied CHEBAA FARMS towards the NORTH 
made circular flight over WEST BEKAA and the SOUTH 
between the land and the sea, and left at 15.20 hrs fiom 
above AL NAQOURA. 

137.' 4- Bemen 9.40 hrs and 12.30 hrs an IDF Airaaf€ Fighters 
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above AALMA SHAAB. 
An IDF recce Aircraft. crossed the Lebanese airspace 
abeam the sea h m  above TYR and made a circular flight 
over the SOUTH, and left at 23.25 hrs fiom above AL 
NAQOURA. 
An IDF recce Aimaft crossed the Lebanese airspace fkom 
above BINT JBAIL at very high altitude. 
Between 10.30 hrs and 1 1.10 brs An IDF recce Aimaft 
crossed the Lebanese airspace and made a circular flight 
over the SOUTH region. 
Between 18.30 hrs and 20.50 hrs An IDF recce Aircraft 
crossed the Lebanese airspace and made a circular flight 
over the SOUTH region. 
Beiween 22.25 hrs and 23.25 hrs An IDF recce Aimaft 
crossed the Lebanese airspace and made a circular flight 
over the SOUTH region. 
Between 19.25 hrs and 22.08 hrs An IDF recce Aircraft 
crossed the Lebanese sirspace and made a circular fligbt 
over JOUNIEH - BEIRUT and the SOUTH regions, and 
left at 22.08 hrs over AALMA SHAAl3. 
An IDF. rccce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese airspace 
abeam the sea &om above TYR and made circular flight 
over the SOUTH and EAST SAXDA, and left at 18.00 hrs 
fKnn above At NAQOURA. 
An IDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese airspace fiom 
above RAS AL NAQOURA and made circular flight over 
the SOUTH and left at 23.30 hrs h m  above RMAISH. --- 
Two (2) Aircraft Fighters crossed Lebanese airspace &om 
above DER MIMAS towards the NORTH till SWEKA and 
made circular flight over the SOUTH - TRIPOLI and 
BEIRUT, and left at 11.30 brs fiom above the sea abeam 
AL NAQOURA, 
Four (4) Aircraft Fighters crossed Lebanese airspace h m  
above RMAISH towards the NORTH made circular flight 
over the SOUTH - BEKAA and the NORTH, and left at 
1 1.30 hrs fiom above AALMA SHAAB. 
An IDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese airspace &om 
above RMAISH towards the NORTH made circular flight 
over BINT . JBAIL regions, and left at 11.30 hrs from 
above &MA SHAAB. 



crossed Lebanese airspace made a circular flight over the 
,SOUTHregions at high level. , , , . , . 

An IllF recce Aimaft crossed the Lebanese airspace fram 
above FROUN and AL GHANDPURIEH regions. 
Between 10.15 hts and 10.20 and between 14.30 and 14.36 
An IDF Fighter Aircrafi flew over the SOUTH redo119 at 
high attitude. , , , , , , , 

Between 22.30 hrs and 22.55 hrs many IDF Aimaft 
Fighters crossed Lebanese airspace and made c i m k  
flights over AAYTA SHAAB. ,, 
- - -  

Between 10.30 hrs and 10.55 hrs An IDF res=ft 
flew over MAJDEL ZOUN and NAQOURA regions. 
Two (2) Aimaft Fighters crossed Lebanese airspace from 
above the sea abeam AL BAYADA towards the EAST till 
reaching SAIDA, then returned towards the SOUTH, and 
left at 17.59 fiom above the sea abeam AL NAQOURA. 
An nbF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese airspace 
abeam the sea fhm above TYR and made a circular flight 
over TYR and AL NAQOURA, and left at 18.1 1 hrs fiom 
above the sea abeam AL NAQOURA. 
An IDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese airspace fiwn 
above ALMA S W  heading NORTH and made a 
circular flight over the SOUTH, and left at 16.40 hts from 
above ALNAQOURA. , , . 
An IDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese a w e  
abeam the sea &om above TYRe towards the EAST and 
made a circular flight over the SOUTH region, and left at 
12.10fusfiomabove&UMASHAAB. 
Two (2) Dl? Aircraft Fighters crossed Lebanese airspace 
fiom above KFARKLA towards the NORTH till 
TRIPOLI and made a circular flight over the area of 
TRIPOLI - SOUTH region and AI, BEKAA, and left at 
1 1.45 hts &om above the sea abeam TRIPOLI. 
Two (2) IDF Aircraft Fighters crossed Lebar,ese airspace 
from above the sea abeam BEIRUT towards the SOUTH 
and left at 12.05 hrs fiom above &MA S M .  
An IDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese airspace fbm 
above AALMA SHAAB towards the NORTH and made a 
circular flight between RIYAK and BAALABAK, and left 
at 1 5.30, hrs from above AALMA SHAAB. 

L 

Two (2) IDF Aircraft Fighters crossed Lebanese airspace 
h m  above CHEBAA FARMS towards the NORTH till 
TRIPOLI and made a circular flight over the area of 
WEST BEKAA - BElRUT - NORTH and SOUTH 
regions, and left at 16.15 hrs fkom above AALMA 
SHAAB. 
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An IDF recce Aircraft crossed the Lebanese ahpace 
abeam the sea from above AL NAQOURA and made. a 
circular flight over the SOUTH, and left at 22.25 hrs fiom 
above AALMA SWAAB. 
Four (4) IDF Aircraft Fighters crossed Lebanese airspace 
fiom above NAQOURA towards the NORTH and made 
circular flight over the area of AI, HaRMEL, - AL AREZ 
and SHIKA, and left at 11.35 hrs from above the sea 
abeam AL NAQOURA. 
Two (2) IDF Aircraft Fighters crossed Lebanese airspace 
from above RMMSH towards the NORTH and made a 
circular flight over the area of AL HERMEL - AL AREZ 
and SHIKA, and left at 11.25 hrs fiom above the sea 
abeam TRIPOLI. 
'hvo (2) IDF Aircraft Fighters crossed Lebanese airspace 
fiom above the sea abeam JBAIL towerds the EAST and 
made a circular flight over the area of At HERMEL - AI, 
AREZ and SHIKA, and left at 11.55 hrs fiom above the 
sea abeam AL NAQOURA. 
Two (2) IDF Aircraft Fighters crossed Lebanese airspace 
from above the sea abeam JBAIL towards the EAST till 
BEKAA area and made circular flight over the area of AL 

. HERMEL - AL AREZ and SHKA then turned southcrIy, 
and left at 31.55 hrs Erom above the sea abeam AX, 
NAQOURA. 

P P P  

An IDF recce Aircraft crossed a t h e  Lebanese airspace 
abeam the sea from above AL NAQOURA and made 
circular flight over RIYAK and its suburbs, and left at 
1 5 -20 hrs from above AALMA SHAAB. 
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